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Electronic defects in Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 (x ¼ 0, 0.4, 0.6, and 1) kesterite solar cells are studied by
temperature-dependent admittance spectroscopy and photoluminescence studies. Using admittance
spectroscopy, we find that the substitution of sulfur by selenium decreases the depth of a dominant
acceptor level from 0.29 to 0.12 eV. In addition, a deep-acceptor defect at about 0.5 eV above the valence
band is found for the x ¼ 0.4–1 devices. A shallow transition level with an energy of 0.14–0.09 eV
is deduced from the thermal quenching of the photoluminescence yield, which we attribute to a
donor level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Kesterite Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 (CZTSSe) absorber layers
have been successfully implemented in solar cells with
demonstrated conversion efficiencies of up to 12.6% [1].
Despite considerable research efforts, there are many open
questions with regard to bulk and interface defect proper-
ties in kesterite materials and devices. For example, it is
unclear what is the ultimate cause for the commonly
observed low open-circuit voltage in these devices when
compared to the theoretical limit [1–5]. In general, the
open-circuit voltage deficiency increases with band gap for
Cu2ZnSnðS; SeÞ4 devices of varying Se content or for
Cu2ZnðSn;GeÞðS; SeÞ4 with varying Ge content [3,4].
For the higher-band-gap materials, a cliff in the conduction
band with respect to CdS has been found experimentally,
which would also support interface recombination [6]. This
view is supported by the fact that, in most cases, the open-
circuit extrapolation to zero kelvin falls short of the band-
gap value [2]. However, more detailed analysis has shown
that bulk recombination in combination with potential
fluctuations and/or band tailing can also explain large
voltage deficits in kesterite devices [3,4]. Experimental
defect studies for kesterite solar cells have been rather
limited so far, and no clear picture regarding the point-
defect transition levels in kesterite materials has evolved.
Most defect studies were based on characterizations by
either photoluminescence [7–10] or by admittance spec-
troscopy [11–13] and often involved either sulfur com-
pounds only, or a limited range of sulfur-to-selenium ratios,
samples with varying cation ratios [9], or single-crystal

samples [14], which makes generalized conclusions diffi-
cult for polycrystalline thin films.
Experimentally, a clear correlation between the device

efficiency and the cation ratios in the samples has been found
by many groups, with the maximum efficiency generally
obtained for slightly Cu-poor ½Cu�=ð½Zn� þ ½Sn�Þ ≈ 0.85 and
slightly Zn-rich composition Zn∶Sn ≈ 1.1, although the
reason for this phenomenon is not yet clear [15]. Also,
the best devices have not been found for the pure S- or
Se-containing compounds but rather for sulfoselenide com-
position, which also has not been explained to date. Defect
studies, thus, are most useful when exploring these compo-
sition ratios and shed light on the effect of sulfur-selenium
substitution on the defect properties of these compounds.
In this paper, we report a comprehensive analysis of

the point-defect transition energies by admittance, photo-
luminescence, and temperature-dependent current-voltage
(I–VT) analysis on a set of Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 devices
ranging in composition from x ¼ 0 to x ¼ 1. All the
different experimental methods are applied to identical
devices. Please note that 60% selenium corresponds to a
band gap of about 1.15 eV, which is in the range of the best
devices reported by the IBM group.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The kesterite Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 absorbers (x ¼ 0, 0.4,
0.6) are prepared with a nonvacuum and environmentally
friendly preparation method reported recently [16,17].
This process consists of the following steps: synthesis of
a Cu-Zn-Sn-S colloidal solution, redispersion of the colloids
in a mixture of water (90%) and ethanol (10%), spray
deposition onMo-coated glass substrates, and, finally, a two-
step annealing of the samples in N2 and H2S gases for the
pure sulfide devices (x ¼ 0) [16] or a two-step annealing in
N2 and a Se-containing atmosphere for the sulfide-selenide
devices (x ¼ 0.4, 0.6) [17]. The devices are finished by
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adding a CdS buffer and i-ZnO=ITO window layers. So far,
cell efficiencies up to 10.8% have been achieved by this
method [17]. In the present study, the solar-cell efficiencies
of the x ¼ 0, 0.4, 0.6 devices are 4.0%, 5.0%, and 6.6%,
respectively. In addition, a CZTSe sample containing only
selenium as chalcogen (x ¼ 1) is prepared by selenization of
a magnetron-sputtered precursor stack Mo=Cu=Sn=Zn=Cu
deposited on soda-lime glass. The selenization is performed
using Se pellets in a sealed quartz box with a maximum
temperature of T ¼ 480 °C and duration of 20 min. Solar-
cell devices are completed by chemical-bath deposition of
CdS and magnetron sputtering of an i-ZnO- and Al-doped
ZnO window. More detailed information about CZTSe cell
preparation can be found in the Supplemental Material [18].
The cation ratios of the absorber layers are measured by

X-ray fluorescence and show ½Cu�=ð½Zn� þ ½Sn�Þ ≈ 0.88,
0.93, 0.86, 0.88 and Zn∶Sn ≈ 1.14, 1.26, 1.17, 1.09 for the
x ¼ 0, 0.4, 0.6, 1 devices, respectively. All devices are
slightly Cu poor and Zn rich within a range that normally
leads to the best devices reported in the literature. The
½Cu�=ð½Zn� þ ½Sn�Þ cation ratio for all devices is almost
identical within the measurement error, which we estimate
at �0.03. The x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 0.6 samples also have
identical Zn:Sn ratios, with a slightly larger and slightly
smaller value for the x ¼ 0.4 and x ¼ 1 devices, respec-
tively. However, since Zn excess is found to lead to a
segregation of the ZnS secondary phase [19], we do not
expect this small variation in Zn excess to affect our results.
For the different S=Se compositions, several samples

are produced, such that at least 16 solar cells are available
for each chalcogen composition. All of these devices are
characterized by I–VT measurements and external quan-
tum efficiency (EQE), and a smaller number is selected for
the more detailed admittance and photoluminescence
analysis. Although in this paper only data pertaining to
one device for each composition are reported, the results
obtained for different solar cells are found to be consistent.
For CZTS (x ¼ 0), a solar cell prepared by coevaporation
[20] has been studied by admittance for comparison,
yielding a general behavior and activation energy consis-
tent with the solution-processed pure sulfur sample
reported here.
Admittance measurements are performed with frequen-

cies ranging from 100 Hz to 1 MHz with a 20-mV ac
voltage using a HP 4284 LCR meter operated in R
(resistance)–X (reactance) mode in the dark and at 0-V
bias. Capacitance voltage profiling on the selected samples
yields charge densities of 3 × 1016, 1017, 4 × 1016, and
1016 cm−3 at 1 kHz for the x ¼ 0, 0.4, 0.6, and 1 devices,
respectively. I–V device characteristics are recorded using a
Keithley 238 source measure unit. EQE measurements are
performed using a halogen lamp dispersed by a 1=4 -m
monochromator and chopped at 90 Hz in conjunction with
a low-noise current-voltage preamplifier and lock-in ampli-
fier. Photoluminescence measurements are performed using

a 660-nm diode laser and a thermoelectrically cooled
InGaAs diode array coupled to a 1=4 -m grating mono-
chromator. The excitation power intensity is adjusted with a
set of neutral density filters. Temperature-dependent mea-
surements are carried out in a closed-cycle helium cryostat
where the sample temperature is measured with a silicon
diode on top of an identical sample.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1(a), we show the temperature-dependent com-
plex impedance (Z) of the x ¼ 0.4 device. Similar sets of
Zðf; TÞ curves are obtained for the x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 0.6
devices. In order to analyze Zðf; TÞ, we apply an equivalent
circuit model which includes a capacitor (Cp) and a resistor
(Rp) in parallel, plus a series resistance element (r) [21].
Using the series resistance r extracted from the real part of
Z in the limit of high frequencies, the CZTSSe capacitance
(C) can be derived from the real and imaginary parts of
Zðf; TÞ. Note that this procedure removes the parasitic
effects of series resistance from the impedance signal.
Cðf; TÞ data for the x ¼ 1, 0.6, 0.4, and 0 devices are
shown in Figs. 1(b)–1(d), and 1(e), respectively. Below
100 K, the capacitance curves weakly depend on the
frequency, with an asymptotic value of about 3 to
6 nF cm−2 (depending on the absorber thickness) at the
lowest temperatures, which can be attributed to the geo-
metrical capacitance value using static dielectric constants ε
of 7.1, 8.3, 8.8, and 8.9 for the x ¼ 0, 0.4, 0.6, and 1
devices, respectively, which are derived from C ¼ ε=d,
where d is the absorber-layer thickness measured from
SEM cross sections. We point out that the determined
dielectric constants ε agree well with those reported
previously [11].
For higher temperatures, two steplike features are found

in the temperature-dependent capacitance for the sulfose-
lenide devices, while only one capacitance step is observed
for the x ¼ 0 device. The activation energies EA and
attempt frequencies ξ of these capacitance steps can be
obtained from an Arrhenius plot of the inflection points
of the capacitance-vs-temperature plots [maxima of
−fdCðfÞ=df] as shown in Fig. 1(f) and are defined as

ω0 ¼ 2πf0 ¼ NVvthσpe−EA=kT ¼ 2ξ0T2e−EA=kT; ð1Þ

where NV is the effective density of states in the valence
band, vth is the thermal carrier velocity, and σp is the
capture cross section for holes.
For the capacitance steps of the x ¼ 0.4, 0.6, and 1

devices, we find activation energies EAS
A1 ¼ 0.17, 0.13, and

0.12 eV, EAS
A2 ¼ 0.53, 0.50, and 0.48 eV, respectively [see

Fig. 1(f)]. The thermal-emission prefactor ξASA1 is found to
be 5 × 104, 2 × 105, and 4 × 104 s−1K−2, and ξASA2 is 108,
109, and 7 × 108 s−1 K−2 for the x ¼ 0.4, 0.6, and 1
devices, respectively. For the x ¼ 0 device, we find an
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activation energy of 0.29 eV and a prefactor value of
7 × 105 s−1K−2 [see Fig. 1(f)]. The activation energies of
the low-temperature capacitance step (0.12–0.29 eV) are in
good agreement with recent admittance spectroscopy
studies on hydrazine-processed CZTSSe devices, where
a decrease in the defect activation energy with increasing x
was also observed [11]. Similar values have also been
reported for CZTSe=CdS and CZTS0.25Se0.75=CdS
monograin heterojunctions, where activation energies of
0.09–0.1 and 0.075 eV were determined by temperature-
dependent admittance spectroscopy (AS) [13]. In contrast
to our results, several studies on CZTS have reported lower
activation energies from AS measurements between 0.045
and 0.16 eV [22–24]. However we note that some of these
results were obtained on very-low-efficiency devices
[22,23] and with possibly incomplete equivalent circuit-
model analysis [22,24].
The deep defect observed at 0.5–0.53 eV can indicate a

limiting bulk recombination process in kesterite devices,

considering that the thermal-emission energy is located
almost at midgap in the x ¼ 0.4–1 devices. The fact that
this defect transition is not seen for the x ¼ 0 device is likely
due to the fact that the energetically more shallow defect
transition in this device dominates the capacitance response:
the capacitance step for this device amounts to a ΔC ¼
100 nF which is much larger than the low-temperature
capacitance step observed in the other three devices.
Comparing the observed defect activation energies with

the defect transition levels and formation energies calcu-
lated by density-functional theory (DFT) [25], we believe
that the more shallow defect is most likely associated with
the CuZn antisite defect. Among the possible acceptor
defects in CZTSSe, CuZn and VCu have been found to
exhibit by far the lowest formation energies using both
local functionals [25] and hybrid methods in DFT [26].
For the copper vacancy, both calculations find a very
shallow 0 to − transition energy between 16 [25] and
70 meV [26], which is much smaller than the observed
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FIG. 1. (a) Nyquist plots of Z imaginary part, ImðZÞ, versus Z real part, ReðZÞ, of a Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 (x ¼ 0.4) device. (b) Cðf; TÞ
of a Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 (x ¼ 1) device. (c) Cðf; TÞ of a Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 (x ¼ 0.6) device. (d) Cðf; TÞ of a Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4
(x ¼ 0.4) device. (e) Cðf; TÞ of a Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 (x ¼ 0) device. (f) Arrhenius plot of the inflection frequency of
Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 (x ¼ 0, 0.4, 0.6, 1) device; the fitted activation energies are indicated.
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activation energies. On the other hand, the calculations
show the CuZn transition level to be deeper with
0 to − energies for CZTS of 220 [26] to 150 meV [25]
and 110 meV for CZTSe [25]. Although the formation of
this defect may seem unlikely given the Cu-poor and
Zn-rich growth conditions, the calculations show that also
for these conditions, the formation energy can be suffi-
ciently low to make CuZn the dominant acceptor level.
The experimentally observed activation energy of 120 meV
for CZTSe becoming deeper for increasing sulfur content
with a final value of 290 meV for the CZTS devices supports
the theoretical findings that the ionization energy deepens
with increasing sulfur content. Please note that the formation
energy of the ZnSn antisite acceptor defect has also been
found to be relatively low in an earlier calculation [27],
which would predict also large concentrations for this defect,
especially when taking into account vibrational free-energy
changes associated with this defect [28]. However, the
formation energy for this defect in later calculations has
been found considerably larger [25,26], such that we do not
consider an assignment of our experimentally determined
acceptor levels to this defect.
With respect to the deep level at about 500 meV above

the valance-band maximum (VBM), possible defects are
CuSn antisites or VSn vacancies, which have been found to
exhibit deep transition levels in DFT calculations [25,26].
We note that these defects will be promoted by Sn loss,
which, on the other hand, has been observed to be a major
experimental bottleneck related to kesterite thin-film syn-
thesis [29]. Indeed, in a recently published study [17]
reporting the optimization of CZTSSe devices with
x ¼ 0.6, we show that the increase of the Sn content in
the synthesis process leads to a reduction of the midgap
defects reported in this study.
Previous studies have found a thermally activated series

resistance in I–VT measurements, which has been attrib-
uted to either bulk resistivity [11] or a back contact barrier
[30] and also has been associated with the temperature-
dependent capacitance response evaluated in admittance
measurements [12,31]. We measure the I–VT character-
istics on our devices (see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental
Material [18]) and find a thermally activated series resis-
tance evaluated under forward bias (see Fig. 2). Assuming
thermionic emission across a back contact barrier, the
series resistance can be described by RsðTÞ ¼ R0þ
k=ðqA�TÞ expðΦB=kTÞ, where A� is the effective
Richardson constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and
ΦB is the barrier height (for the derivation, see the
Supplemental Material [18]). We obtain barrier heights
ΦB of 0.03, 0.25, 0.16, and 0.09 eV for the x ¼ 0, 0.4,
0.6, and 1 devices, respectively (see Fig. 2). The barrier
heights for the x ¼ 0 and 0.4 devices are clearly different
from the AS-derived values for the activation energies.
Although the ΦB ≈ 0.16 eV of the x ¼ 0.6 device is close
to the value of 0.13 eV determined fromASmeasurements at

120–170 K [Fig. 1(e)], we note that for several additional
samples containing 60% selenium, activation energies of
120–150 meV are measured by AS, while the barrier height
inferred from I–VT measurements is of order 200 meV.
Thus, we conclude that the activated behavior of the dc-
series resistance is not related to the admittance response
for our devices but may be related to the presence of a
secondary barrier in the CZTSSe device. Although the
I–VT-determined-series resistance is used in the literature
to correct the admittance response, we point out that these
values are determined under forward bias, whereas the
admittance is measured without external bias, such that
the ac-series resistance at 0 V and the dc-series resistance at
forward bias do not have to coincide. For our devices, we
clearly see that the AS-series resistance does not strongly
depend on the temperature, while the I–VT-series resistance
shows an activated character (see Fig. S2 in the
Supplemental Material [18]).
The results of the temperature- and excitation-dependent

photoluminescence (PL) of the CZTSSe devices are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. For all compositions, we find a broad
emission PL band (FWHM ¼ 0.15, 0.13, 0.11, and 0.09 eV
for x ¼ 0, 0.4, 0.6, and 1), the maximum of which gradually
shifts to the low-energy side with increasing selenium
content [see Fig. 3(a)] and shows a strong blueshift with
respect to the excitation power [β factor of approximately
12–17 meV=decade at 20 K; see inset of Fig. 3(a)]. Another
interesting trend of the CZTSSe PL properties is the
temperature dependence: The emission PL maximum red-
shifts by increasing the temperature up to approximately
180 K [see Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. These temperature and
excitation characteristics have also been observed in ternary
chalcopyrite materials [32,33] and have been attributed to the
presence of spatial potential fluctuations caused by large
densities of donor- and acceptor-type defects [34,35]. In this
case, a quasi-donor-acceptor-pair (QDAP) recombination
process instead of a donor-acceptor pair takes place
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[32,34]. We also attribute the main PL transitions in our
kesterite samples to a QDAP recombination type.
As shown in Fig. 4, the PL transition energy for

QDAP transitions is given [32,34] by EQDAP ≈ Eg−
ðEA þ EDÞ − 2Γ, where Eg is the band-gap energy, ED
and EA are the donor and acceptor ionization energies,
respectively, and Γ is the average potential well depth.
In the original references [32,34] introducing the QDAP
model, the donor-acceptor pair Coulomb interaction
(EQ ¼ e2=4πεε0r, where r is the donor-acceptor pair
separation, e is the electric charge of the electron, and

ε0 is the dielectric constant of the vacuum) was omitted
in the EQDAP formulas and assumed to be negligible in
comparison to the Γ term. From the excitation-dependent
PL measurements, we obtain shifts of the PL maximum by
24–34 meV, over 2 orders of excitation intensity, which, in
the following, we compare with a possible shift induced by
the Coulomb term. In the theory of Zacks and Halperin [36]
describing DAP recombination, the maximum value for the
Coulomb term is expressed by Emax

Q ¼ e2=4πεε0ð2rBÞ ¼
13.6m�=ε2, where rB is the shallow impurity Bohr radius,
and m� is an effective mass at the impurity. By using
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theoretical values of the electron effective mass [37] as well
as the static dielectric constant ε determined earlier, we
estimate Emax

Q ≈ 50 and 14 meV for CZTS and CZTSe; see
Fig. 5(a). However, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the contribution
of the EQ to EQDAP depends on the excitation intensity
range, and it is much smaller than the Emax

Q values.
The highest contribution of the EQ is estimated to be
15 (4) meV with a rate of approximately 8 ð2Þ meV=decade
for CZTS (CZTSe). From these estimations, we can
exclude the influence of the EQ term for sulfoselenide
devices, whereas in sulfur devices, it may partly contribute
only for the highest excitation intensity values. It is also
important to note that our calculations of the Coulomb term
in the framework of the Zacks and Halperin [36] theory
raise questions with regard to the validity of recent
estimations of the donor-acceptor pair densities and dis-
tances in CZTS absorbers, where no Γ term was taken into
account and where the rate for the PL maximum shift with

respect to the excitation intensity range measured was not
considered [38].
The perturbation of the band states and the defect levels

in semiconductors occurs due to compositional fluctuations
and/or as a result of electrostatic potential fluctuations
caused by a random distribution of charged defects. Here
we consider that the parameter Γ in the QDAP model
accounts for all of these possible contributions to the
potential fluctuations. For the case of the compositional
fluctuations, the gradual filling of the energy states within
the band tails causes a PL blueshift with increasing
excitation intensity at constant temperature [39,40]. In
the case of a strong contribution from the charged defects,
a shielding of the electrostatic potential by photogenerated
carriers leads to a blueshift of the PL emission [32]. The
observed redshift of the PL peak position up to approx-
imately 180 K can be explained by a redistribution of
carriers from localized defect states to the nearest deeper
states before recombination [39]. In addition, the temper-
ature dependence of the band gap contributes to the PL
redshift [41].
The analysis of the integrated PL intensity (IPL) shows a

strong quenching of 3 orders of magnitude [Fig. 3(e)] with
increasing temperature, which is well described by an
expression with two activation energies [8],

IPL ¼ I0=½1þ α1 expð−EPL
A1=kTÞ þ α2 expð−EPL

A2=kTÞ�;
ð2Þ

where I0 is the intensity at the lowest temperature, and a1
and a2 are the rate parameters of the nonradiative process
with activation energies of EPL

A1 (for T < 100 K) and EPL
A2

(for T > 100 K). For the x ¼ 0.4 device, the determined
activation energies are EPL

A1 ≈ 25 meV and EPL
A2 ≈ 130 meV

[see Fig. 3(e)]. Very similar EPL
A2 values are obtained for all

three sulfur-selenium devices (see Table I), indicating that
this defect activation energy does not change with the Se
content. Since we observe neither a blueshift of the PL with
temperature nor changes in the PL peak excitation intensity
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FIG. 4. A schematic representation for the QDAP transitions in
the case of the presence of the potential fluctuations with an
average depth of Γ. Here, we assume that EV valence-band states,
EC conduction-band states, EA acceptor level, and ED donor level
follow the variation of the potential fluctuation within the real
space in CZTSSe.
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dependence for T < 180 K, we do not assign EPL
A1 to the

shallower level involved in QDAP recombination. Rather,
we attribute EPL

A1 to the average valley depth from which
carriers may be thermally emitted and as a free carrier may
recombine nonradiatively.
On the other hand,EPL

A2 can be assigned either to the donor
energy ED or acceptor energy EA, as the PL peak maximum
significantly blueshifts [see Fig. 3(c)] when the temperature
rises from 180 to 300 K, with the PL peak excitation
intensity dependence disappearing for T > 220 K.
Because CZTSSe absorbers are p type, we attribute EPL

A2
to a donor level since a conduction-band-to-acceptor tran-
sition is more probable [43]. According to first-principles
DFT calculations, shallow donor-related transitions are
expected for ZnCu and SnCu antisites, as well as for Cui,
Zni, and Sni interstitials [26,27]. Considering the formation
energies for these defects and the Cu-poor and Zn-rich
growth conditions, we conclude that EA2

PL is most likely
associated with the ZnCu donor defect.
Taking into account the band-gap values Eg estimated

from the derivative of EQE curves (not shown here) and PL
peak energy, we associate the room-temperature PL emis-
sion to a free-to-bound transition, from the conduction band
to an acceptor level located at EPL

A3 ¼ 0.08–0.26 eV above
the valence-band maximum (see Table I). We note that k,
the exponent of the power law of the luminescence intensity
vs excitation power, of the room temperature PL is found to
be 0.9–1.3 [see Fig. 3(f)], while the low-temperature k is
0.7–0.8 for CZTSSe [see Fig. 3(b)]. Although k > 1 is
usually attributed to band-to-band-type transitions [44], it
has been shown that this is not a general behavior [45] and
values k > 1 can be observed for defect-related transitions,
too [45,46]. As detailed in the Appendix, we show that in
the case where neutral donors participate in the dynamics
of defect state transitions, the k of the free-to-acceptor
transition can be up to twice as large as the k of the DAP
transition, which, as a rough estimation, can be related to

our measured value of 0.7–0.8 [see Fig. 3(b)]. From the
point of view of the transition energy, the room-temperature
PL emission for the sulfoselenide devices is 260–140 meV
below the Eg, which makes it likely that defects are
involved in this PL transition. In the case of the CZTSe
sample, the difference between Eg and the PL band
maximum is smaller and about 80 meV, such that a
participation of band-to-band transitions in addition to
free-to-bound transition cannot be excluded.
The defect-level energies obtained from AS and PL

are summarized in a schematic defect diagram shown in
Fig. 6. According to the first-principles calculations on the
CZTSSe system, a substitution of S by Se atoms lowers the
conduction-band minimum (CBM) by 0.35 eV, while the
VBM shifts upwards by 0.15 eV [42]. There are only a
few experimental studies available which deduce the CBM
and VBM positions from ultraviolet photoemission and

TABLE I. Summary of data of the band diagram and defect states for CZTSSe devices with different Se content
(x ¼ 0, 0.4, 0.6, 1).

Method Parameter Assignment x ¼ 0 x ¼ 0.4 x ¼ 0.6 x ¼ 1

EQE Band gap Eg (eV)a 1.5 1.30 1.15 1.00
DFT VBM VBM (eV)b 0 0.06 0.09 0.15
DFT CBM CBM (eV)b 1.5 1.36 1.29 1.15
PL EPL

A1 Γ (eV) 0.022 0.025 0.030 0.015
PL EPL

A2 ED − EC (eV) 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.09
AS EAS

A2 EV − EA2 (eV) � � � 0.53 0.50 0.48
AS EAS

A1 EV − EA1 (eV) 0.29 0.17 0.13 0.12
PL EPL

A3 ¼ Eg − EðPL peakÞ EV − EA3 (eV) 0.23 0.26 0.14 0.08
I–VT EI−VT

A ΦB (Rs dark) (eV)
c 0.03 0.25 0.16 0.09

AS Dielectric constant ε 7.1 8.3 8.8 8.9

aAt 300 K.
bRef. [42].
cNot related to defects in bulk CZTSSe.
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inverse photoemission [6,47]. The measurement uncer-
tainty (which we estimate >100 meV) cumulated with
the data scattering from the strongly-process-dependent
interface properties, may turn quite consistent with the
theoretical prediction, provided more experimental data
are available. We will, therefore, resort to the theoretically
predicted values. The resulting VBM and CBM depend-
ences on x together with the measured band gap and the
defect levels deduced from PL and admittance are plotted
in Fig. 6. A good agreement between the shallow acceptor
energies derived from the luminescence transition energy
(EPL

A3) and from admittance (EAS
A1 ) is found, strengthening

the present analysis of an acceptor defect-level energy
EA, tentatively attributed to the CuZn antisite defect.
Interestingly, when plotting the defect transition energies
on this energy scale, the deep-acceptor defects remain at
an approximately constant energy with respect to the
vacuum level for different selenium contents, while the
more shallow acceptor defects tend to become slightly
deeper for increasing sulfur content. The shallow donor
levels, on the other hand, follow the conduction band at
an almost constant distance over the whole composition
range. An almost constant energy position of deep defects
with respect to the vacuum level has been previously
predicted theoretically and verified experimentally for
transition metal impurities in III–V and II–VI semicon-
ductors [48,49] but later also observed for some intrinsic
defects in CuðIn;GaÞðS; SeÞ2 semiconductors [50]. From
a device-performance perspective, the deep acceptors are
expected to have the biggest impact on nonradiative
recombination and should be minimized by appropriate
sample preparation conditions, as demonstrated in a recent
publications for Se ¼ 60% devices [17]. The fact that the
ionization energy of the more shallow acceptor level
decreases with increasing selenium content is consistent
with the empirical fact that the highest efficiencies so far
have been achieved for devices with relatively high
selenium content above 60%.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we investigate the defect properties for
Cu2ZnSnðSexS1−xÞ4 solar-cell devices fabricated by a
colloidal spray method (x ¼ 0, 0.4, and 0.6) and by
selenization of sputtered-metal precursors (x ¼ 1). From
temperature-dependent admittance measurements, we
determine the activation energies of two capacitance steps,
which we assign to two acceptor-type defect levels: a
defect level with a thermal-emission energy 0.29–0.12 eV
depending on the Se content and a deeper level of 0.5 eV
close to midgap, which is detectable only in the sulfo-
selenide devices (x ¼ 0.4, 0.6, and 1). The defect tran-
sition energies deduced from temperature-dependent PL
measurements are 0.13–0.09 eV, which we assign to a
donor level.
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APPENDIX POWER-LAW COEFFICIENTS
OF DONOR-ACCEPTOR-PAIR AND
FREE-TO-ACCEPTOR TRANSITIONS

Here we follow the approach by Zubiaga et al. [45],
which shows a procedure to evaluate power-law coeffi-
cients. For any type of PL transition, a power-law coef-
ficient is expressed as [44,45]

ki ¼
d ln IiPL
d lnPexc

¼ Pexc

IiPL

dIiPL
dPexc

; ðA1Þ

where i denotes type of recombination emission [free to
acceptor (FA), DAP, excitonic, and band to band].
We consider here FA and DAP PL transitions, whose

intensities are [44,45]

IFAPL ∝ nNA0; ðA2aÞ

IDAPPL ∝ ND0NA0; ðA2bÞ

where n is the free-electron concentration, and NA0 and
ND0 are the neutral acceptor and donor concentrations.
From Eqs. (A1) and (A2), the power-law coefficients for

FA and DAP transitions are given by

kFA ¼ kn þ kA0; ðA3aÞ

kDAP ¼ kD0 þ kA0; ðA3bÞ

where kn is the power-law coefficient for the free-electron
concentration, and kA0 and kD0 are the power-law coef-
ficients for the neutral acceptor and donor concentrations,
respectively.
By neglecting the donor-to-band transition for trapped

electrons and ionization electrons from neutral donor by
excitation laser from the rate equation for ND0, we find
that [45]

kD0 ¼ kn − 1

1þ α
kn − α

1þ α
kA0 ðA4Þ

with α ¼ GNA0=En, where G is the rate probability for the
DAP transition, and E is the rate probability for the electron
trapping by the donor.
Assuming a nonzero value for α, we can rewrite

Eq. (A4) as
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kn ¼
1þ α

α
kD0 þ kA0: ðA5Þ

Finally, substituting Eq. (A5) into Eq. (A3a), we have

kFA ¼ 1þ α

α
kD0 þ 2kA0 ¼

1 − α

α
kD0 þ 2kDAP: ðA6Þ

For α ≥ 1, Eq. (A6) predicts kDAP þ kA0 < kFA < 2kDAP,
while for α ≪ 1, we obtain kFA ≈ 1

α kD0 þ 2kDAP. From
these estimations, we see that kFA can approach values
up to 2kDAP.
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